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Varie tecniche
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Transito: la luce stellare è filtrata attraverso l’atmosfera
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Transito: la luce stellare è filtrata attraverso l’atmosfera
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Ripasso sui transiti
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Curva di luce e profondità del transito
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Spettroscopia in transito
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Se c’è un’atmosfera, la profondità del transito può cambiare con la lunghezza d’onda
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Spettroscopia in transito
Se c’è un’atmosfera, la profondità del transito può cambiare con la lunghezza d’onda
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Quant’è grande il segnale?
…dell’atmosfera planetaria in transito

R*

In prima approssimazione, la luce stellare passa 
attraverso un «anello» di spessore Dz:

Dz ~ 3-5 H

Segnale atmosferico
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Segnale esoatmosfera
Ordini di grandezza

R*

Dz ~ 3-5 H

⚆ Terra
µ~28 uma,   T~  300 K
H ~ 8 km
Segnale atm. ~ 10-6 luce stella

⚆ Gioviano caldo
µ ~2 uma,   T~ 1200 K
H ~ 450 km
Segnale atm. ~ 10-4 luce stella
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Segnale esoatmosfera
Calcoli + precisi
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Fig. 4 Geometry of transit spectroscopy: the photons from the star are filtered through the atmosphere of
the planet
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In (4) &i and %i are the absorption coefficient and the mixing ratio for the ith absorber.
The path traversed by stellar photons, $, can be easily obtained through geometrical
calculations (see Fig. 4):
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Equation (5) has a unique solution provided we know Rp accurately. Rp is the plan-
etary radius at which the planet becomes opaque at all #. For a terrestrial planet, Rp
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inferred from this measurement. If atomic or molecular species are present in the
exoplanet’s atmosphere, the inferred radius is larger at some specific wavelengths
(absorption) corresponding to the spectral signatures of these species (Seager and
Sasselov 2000; Brown 2001, Tinetti et al. 2007b).

At zero-order approximation, the area of planetary atmospheres observed in trans-
mission is an annulus around the planet with a radial height of a few scale heights
(usually four or five in the infrared). The scale height H is equal to kT /µg, where
k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, µ the mean molecular weight of
the atmosphere and g the planet’s gravity. The amplitude of the absorption can be
approximated as

A ! 5 · [2RpH/R"2] (1)

where Rp and R" are the radii of the planet and the star, respectively. The signature
is especially strong for hot planets, light atmospheres and low gravity objects. “Hot
Jupiters” are therefore privileged targets for primary transits.

Primary transits probe the exoplanet’s atmosphere at the terminator, at both morn-
ing and evening sides. In the case of tidally locked planets, this observation is of
special interest for probing sub-stellar to anti-stellar winds, as observed, on a much
lower scale, in the case of the Venus mesosphere (Goldstein et al. 1991). Primary
transit spectroscopy has some advantages in the identification of the atmospheric
constituents, as all species are observed in absorption along the line of sight. The
information is retrieved on their column densities, i.e. on their partial pressures at a
given atmospheric level corresponding to an optical depth of unity. By contrast, ab-
solute measurements of the molecular abundances are not always obtainable. These
considerations cannot be explained by the approximation (1), and we need to show
the complete calculations. We use here the notation adopted by Tinetti et al. (2012a,
2012b), see also Seager and Sasselov (2000), Brown (2001).

According to Beer–Bouguer–Lambert’s law, we have

I (!, z) = I0e
#" (!,z); " (!, z) =

!

i

"i (!, z) (2)

where:

I0 = stellar radiation intensity
I = stellar radiation intensity filtered through the planetary atmosphere
! = wavelength
z = altitude above Rp

" = optical path
i = absorber

To convert the altitude (observable) to pressure (thermodynamic variable) we use the
hydrostatic equilibrium approximation and the ideal gas law for a gas of N parti-
cles and volume V , which are reasonable approximations below the homopause.1

1The homopause is the frontier which separates the homosphere (below), where atmospheric constituents
are mixed, from the heterosphere (above), where the density of each compound decreases according to its
own scale height.
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Transito di Venere
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Reale et al., 2015



Interazione stella-pianeta
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Maggio et al., 2015

Raggi x



Evaporazione
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UV

Linsky et al, 2010



Specie atomiche
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Charbonneau et al, 2002; Redfield et al., 2007

Visibile



Molecole: H2O
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Infrarosso

Fraine et al, 2014



Catalogo gioviani caldi
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Vicino-Infrarosso

Tsiaras et al., 2018



Gioviano caldo
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HD189733b: H2O, nuvole e altre molecole

Danielski et al., 2014



GJ1214 b: molto nuvoloso

Kreidberg et al., 2014

GJ1214b –super-Terra, T ~ 250C, M = 6.5 MT

Image credit: NASA-JPL
Cattedra Fermi 2019 – G. Tinetti



Rovente e velenosa

Tsiaras et al, 2016

Super-Terra calda 55 Cnc e, T ~ 2000C, M ~ 8 MT, 
grande escursione termica giorno-notte
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TRAPPIST-1b & c

De Witt et al., 2016

Nuvole? Atmosfera secondaria? C’è bisogno di osservazioni + precise
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La firma dell’H2O su K2-18b
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Tsiaras et al., Nature Astron., 2019

NASA-ESA Hubble



Il pianeta K2-18b

! 8 volte la massa della terra, una
densità di ~ 3.3 g/cm3

! Scoperto nel 2015 dal satellite NASA 
Kepler

! 110 anni luce da noi nella
constellazione del Leone
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La stella K2-18
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Sole

K2-18

Una nana rossa più fredda e piccola del sole, ma non troppo attiva



Nella zona abitabile
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Intesa come zona dove la temperatura è compatibile con acqua liquida



Le osservazioni con Hubble
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8 transiti ~ 60 ore di Hubble. Prima dell’analisi



Le osservazioni con Hubble
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8 transiti ~ 60 ore di Hubble. Dopo l’analisi



Pianeta senza atmosfera
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Stella Pianeta Osservatore

Niente molecole



Pianeta con atmosfera
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Stella Pianeta Osservatore

Firma molecolare



3 casi per K2-18b
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H2O + H2
H2O + H2 + N2

H2O è presente ma non è possibile estrarre l’abbondanza (dal 0.01% al 50%)

H2O + H2 + Nuvole
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Eclisse: misuriamo la radiazione emessa o riflessa dal pianeta
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Eclisse: misuriamo la radiazione emessa o riflessa dal pianeta
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In the past, parametric models have extensively been used by several teams to
remove the instrument’s systematic effects (e.g. Agol et al. 2010; Beaulieu et al.
2008, 2010, 2011; Brown 2001; Burke et al. 2010; Charbonneau et al. 2005, 2008;
Deming et al. 2013; Désert et al. 2011; Grillmair et al. 2008; Knutson et al. 2007;
Machalek et al. 2009; Pont et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2011a; Stevenson et al. 2010;
Swain et al. 2008, 2009b). Parametric models approximate systematic noise via the
use of auxiliary information of the instrument, the so-called optical state vectors,
which often include the positional drifts of the star on the detector, the focus and
the detector temperature changes, the positional angles of the telescope on the sky
etc. In the case of dedicated missions, such as Kepler (Jenkins et al. 2010), the
instrument response functions are well characterised in advance and conceived to
reach the required 10!4 to 10!5 photometric precision. For general purpose instru-
ments, not calibrated to reach this required precision, poorly sampled optical state
vectors or a missing parameterisation of the instrument often become critical is-
sues. The way forward is to adopt new and independent data analysis techniques
to break the noise-result degeneracy more efficiently and recover the original re-
sults (Waldmann 2012, 2013; Waldmann et al. 2013). Statistical techniques used in
cosmology and communication science to optimise the extraction of a weak signal
from a noisy background find more and more applicability in the analysis of ex-
oplanetary signals (e.g. Carter and Winn 2009; Gregory 2011; Feroz et al. 2011;
Gibson et al. 2012).

2.2 Secondary eclipses

A direct measurement of the planet’s emission/reflection can be obtained through the
observation of the planetary eclipse, by recording the difference between the com-
bined star + planet signal, measured just before and after the eclipse, and the stellar
flux alone, measured during the eclipse. In contrast with the primary transit observa-
tions, the dayside of the planet is observed, which makes both methods fully comple-
mentary.

As discussed in Sect. 5.1, infrared spectra—typically above 1 µm—are dominated
by thermal emission and the observed spectra strongly depend on the atmospheric
thermal structure. If a stratosphere is present, molecular signatures can appear either
in emission or in absorption, depending on their formation region, above or below
the tropopause (see, e.g. Encrenaz et al. 2004; Sect. 5.1); the interpretation of the
spectrum is thus less obvious, as it requires the simultaneous retrieval of the vertical
distribution of the temperature.

Observations provide measurements of the flux emitted and/or reflected by the
planet in units of the stellar flux (Charbonneau et al. 2005; Deming et al. 2005). The
planet/star flux ratio !(") is defined as

!(") =
!
Rp/R""2

Fp(")/F "(") (6)

The stellar and planetary spectra can be modelled by radiative-transfer calculations,
accounting for scattering processes, ionic, atomic and molecular opacities (see e.g.
Chandrasekhar 1960; Goody and Yung 1989; Liou 2002)



Equazione di trasporto radiativo
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ds0 s1

I!(0)

I! I!
 + dI! 

I!(s1)

Figure 1.13 Depletion of the radiant intensity in traversing an extinction medium.

In this manner, the source function has units of radiant intensity. It follows that
Eq. (1.4.3) may be rearranged to yield

d I!
k!" ds

= !I! + J!. (1.4.5)

This is the general radiative transfer equation without any coordinate system imposed,
which is fundamental to the discussion of any radiative transfer process.

1.4.2 Beer–Bouguer–Lambert Law

Consider a direct light beam from the sun, which covers the wavelengths from about
0.2 to 5 µm. Emission contributions from the earth–atmosphere system can be gener-
ally neglected, as discussed in Section 1.2. Moreover, if the diffuse radiation produced
by multiple scattering can be neglected, then Eq. (1.4.5) reduces to the following form:

d I!
k!" ds

= !I!. (1.4.6)

Let the incident intensity at s = 0 be I!(0). Then the emergent intensity at a distance
s away shown in Fig. 1.13 can be obtained by integrating Eq. (1.4.6) and is given by

I!(s1) = I!(0) exp
!

!
" s1

0
k!" ds

#

. (1.4.7)

Assuming that the medium is homogeneous, so that k! is independent of the distance
s, and defining the path length

u =
" s1

0
" ds, (1.4.8)

Eq. (1.4.7) can be expressed by

I!(s1) = I!(0)e!k!u . (1.4.9)
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Exercise 1.18 requires the derivation of Eq. (1.3.25). The population of energy levels
and the resulting source functions will be governed by the conflict between radia-
tive and collisional effects. The rate of collisional adjustment of state populations is
determined by a relaxation time proportional to the pressure. Radiative adjustment
is determined by the natural lifetime of the excited states with respect to radiative
transitions and is dependent on specific molecules but independent of the state of the
medium. When the collision events are much larger than the radiative transitions, then
! ! 1 and Eq. (1.3.25) reduces to Eq. (1.3.24). In this case, LTE should occur and
Planck’s law will be valid. On the other hand, if ! " 1, then a different source func-
tion would be required. In the earth’s atmosphere, pressure varies rapidly with height
and since collisional processes are dependent on pressure, there will be a sharply de-
fined relaxation level below which Planck’s law (LTE) is valid for transitions between
energy levels but above which a different source function will be required (non-LTE).
This level occurs at about 60–70 km in the earth’s atmosphere.

1.4 Introduction to Radiative Transfer

1.4.1 The Equation of Radiative Transfer

A pencil of radiation traversing a medium will be weakened by its interaction with
matter. If the intensity of radiation I" becomes I" + d I" after traversing a thickness
ds in the direction of its propagation, then

d I" = #k"# I" ds, (1.4.1)

where # is the density of the material, and k" denotes the mass extinction cross section
(in units of area per mass) for radiation of wavelength ". As discussed in Section 1.1.4,
the mass extinction cross section is the sum of the mass absorption and scattering cross
sections. Thus, the reduction in intensity is due to absorption by the material as well
as to scattering by the material.

On the other hand, the radiation’s intensity may be strengthened by emission from
the material plus multiple scattering from all other directions into the pencil under
consideration at the same wavelength (see Fig. 1.13). We define the source function
coefficient j" such that the increase in intensity due to emission and multiple scattering
is given by

d I" = j"# ds, (1.4.2)

where the source function coefficient j" has the same physical meaning as the mass
extinction cross section. Upon combining Eqs. (1.4.1) and (1.4.2), we obtain

d I" = #k"# I" ds + j"# ds. (1.4.3)

Moreover, it is convenient to define the source function J" such that

J" $ j"/k". (1.4.4)
Iλ : intensità radiazione

jλ : sorgente radiazione

ρ : densità materiale

kλ : coefficiente assorbimento

ds : spessore materiale

Caso generale, interazione fotoni-materia



Equazione di Schwarzschild
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C’e’ un termine di sorgente che emette luce, non si considera la diffusione

1.4 Introduction to Radiative Transfer 29

This is known as Beer’s law or Bouguer’s law or Lambert’s law, referred to here as the
Beer–Bouguer–Lambert law, which states that the decrease in the radiant intensity
traversing a homogeneous extinction medium is in accord with the simple exponential
function whose argument is the product of the mass extinction cross section and the
path length. Since this law involves no directional dependence, it is applicable not
only to the intensity quantity but also to the flux density and the flux.

From Eq. (1.4.9), we can define the monochromatic transmissivity T! as follows:

T! = I!(s1)/I!(0) = e!k!u . (1.4.10)

Moreover, for a nonscattering medium, the monochromatic absorptivity, representing
the fractional part of the incident radiation that is absorbed by the medium, is given
by

A! = 1 ! T! = 1 ! e!k!u . (1.4.11)

Equations (1.4.10) and (1.4.11) are normally expressed in the wavenumber domain
in conjunction with the application of infrared radiation transfer. Finally, if there is a
scattering contribution from the medium, certain portions of the incident radiation may
reflect back to the incident direction. In this case, we may define the monochromatic
reflectivity R!, which is the ratio of the reflected (backscattered) intensity to the
incident intensity. On the basis of the conservation of energy, we must have

T! + A! + R! = 1 (1.4.12)

for the transfer of radiation through a scattering and absorbing medium.

1.4.3 Schwarzschild’s Equation and Its Solution

Consider a nonscattering medium that is in local thermodynamic equilibrium. A beam
of intensity I! passing through it will undergo the absorption and emission processes
simultaneously. This is the case for the transfer of thermal infrared radiation emitted
from the earth and the atmosphere. The source function, as defined in Eq. (1.4.4), is
given by the Planck function and can be expressed by

J! = B!(T ). (1.4.13)

Hence, the equation of radiative transfer can now be written as

d I!
k!" ds

= !I! + B!(T ), (1.4.14)

where k! is now the absorption coefficient. The first term in the right-hand side of
Eq. (1.4.14) denotes the reduction of the radiant intensity due to absorption, whereas
the second term represents the increase in the radiant intensity arising from blackbody
emission of the material. To seek a solution for Schwarzschild’s equation, we define
the monochromatic optical thickness of the medium between points s and s1 as shown

30 1 Fundamentals of Radiation for Atmospheric Applications

! "
(s1

,s)

0

s

s1

Figure 1.14 Configuration of the optical thickness !" defined in Eq. (1.4.15).

in Fig. 1.14 in the form

!"(s1, s) =
! s1

s
k"# ds !. (1.4.15)

By noting that

d!"(s1, s) = "k"# ds, (1.4.16)

Eq. (1.4.14) becomes

" d I"(s)
d!"(s1, s)

= "I"(s) + B"[T (s)]. (1.4.17)

Upon multiplying Eq. (1.4.17) by a factor e"!"(s1,s), and integrating the thickness ds
from 0 to s1, we obtain

"
! s1

0
d[I"(s)e"!"(s1,s)] =

! s1

0
B"[T (s)]e"!"(s1,s)d!"(s1, s). (1.4.18)

Consequently, we have

I"(s1) = I"(0)e"!"(s1,0) +
! s1

0
B"[T (s)]e"!"(s1,s)k"# ds. (1.4.19)

The first term in Eq. (1.4.19) is essentially equivalent to Eq. (1.4.7), representing
the absorption attentuation of the radiant intensity by the medium. The second term
denotes the emission contribution from the medium along the path from 0 to s1. If the
temperature and density of the medium and the associated absorption coefficient along
the path of the beam are known, Eq. (1.4.19) can be integrated numerically to yield the
intensity at the point s1. Applications of Eq. (1.4.19) to infrared radiative transfer and
to the remote sounding of atmospheric temperature profiles and compositions from
orbiting meteorological satellites will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 7, respectively.

In the discussion of the absorption and emission lines in the spectra of sun and
stars, Schwarzschild (1914) presented Eq. (1.4.14) within the context of Kirchhoff’s
law and derived an integral solution for the condition without scattering. It is thus
referred to as Schwarzschild’s equation.

Legge Beer-Bouger-Lambert



Fotoni irradiati nell’infrarosso
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Tropopause

Stratopause

Absorption
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Termine di sorgente per la diffusione

104 3 Absorption and Scattering of Solar Radiation in the Atmosphere

Using the optical depth, Eq. (3.4.2) can be rewritten as follows:

µ
d I (! ; µ, ")

d!
= I (! ; µ, ") ! J (! ; µ, "), (3.4.5)

where the source function is given by [see also Eq. (1.4.22)]

J (! ; µ, ") = #̃

4$

! 2$

0

! 1

!1
I (! ; µ", "")P(µ, "; µ", "")dµ"d""

+ #̃

4$
F# P(µ, "; !µ0, "0)e!!/µ0 + (1 ! #̃)B[T (! )]. (3.4.6)

The fundamental parameters that drive the transfer of diffuse intensity are the ex-
tinction coefficient (or the optical depth), the single-scattering albedo, and the phase
function. It suffices to assume that these parameters are independent of ! (or z) in
the present discussion. Interested readers should refer to Chapter 6 for an in-depth
explanation of radiative transfer processes. For discussion of solar radiative transfer,
the flux emitted from the earth and the atmosphere with an equilibrium temperature
of $255 K is negligible in comparison to that emitted from the sun for % % 3.5 µm.
For some solar radiative transfer problems, we may then omit the last term in the
source function.

The phase function represents the angular distribution of the scattered energy as a
function of the scattering angle and has been presented for molecules, aerosols, and
cloud particles in Fig. 3.13. From spherical geometry, the scattering angle is related
to the incoming and outgoing directions in the form

cos & = µµ" + (1 ! µ2)1/2(1 ! µ"2)1/2 cos ("" ! "). (3.4.7)

We may express the phase function in terms of a known mathematical function for
the purpose of solving Eq. (3.4.5), the first-order differential integral equation. The
Legendre polynomials (Appendix E), by virtue of their unique mathematical prop-
erties, have been used extensively in the analysis of radiative transfer problems. In
terms of Legendre polynomials P', the phase function may be written in the form

P(cos &) =
N

"

'=0

#̃' P'(cos &), (3.4.8)

where the expansion coefficient, based on the orthogonal property, is given by

#̃' = 2' + 1
2

! 1

!1
P(cos &)P'(cos &) d cos &, ' = 0, 1 . . . ., N . (3.4.9a)

When ' = 0, #̃0 = 1, representing the normalization of the phase function denoted
in Eq. (3.3.10). When ' = 1, we have

g = #̃1

3
= 1

2

! 1

!1
P(cos &) cos & d cos &. (3.4.9b)

This term is referred to as the asymmetry factor, which is the first moment of the phase
function and an important parameter in radiative transfer. For isotropic scattering, g is
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Figure 1.5 Multiple scattering process involving first (P), second (Q), and third (R) order scattering
in the direction denoted by d.

fascinating optical phenomena including 22! and 46! halos, sundogs, and numerous
arcs and bright spots. Light scattering by nonspherical and inhomogeneous particles,
a contemporary research subject, will be covered in Chapter 5, which presents a
combination of geometric ray-tracing and numerical solution approaches.

In atmospheric scattering, it is generally assumed that the light scattered by
molecules and particulates has the same frequency (or wavelength) as the incident
light. It is noted, however, that high-energy laser light can produce phenomena such as
Raman scattering in shift frequencies, which can be employed for the remote sensing
of water vapor. Atmospheric molecules and particulates are separated widely enough
so that each particle scatters light in exactly the same way as if all other particles did
not exist. This is referred to as independent scattering. The assumption of indepen-
dent scattering greatly simplifies the problem of light scattering by a collection of
particles, because it allows the use of energy quantity instead of electric field in the
analysis of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in planetary atmospheres.

In a scattering volume, which contains many particles, each particle is exposed
to, and also scatters, the light that has already been scattered by other particles.
To demonstrate this concept we refer to Fig. 1.5. A particle at position P removes
the incident light by scattering just once, i.e., single scattering, in all directions.
Meanwhile, a portion of this scattered light reaches the particle at position Q, where
it is scattered again in all directions. This is called secondary scattering. Likewise,
a subsequent third-order scattering involving the particle at position R takes place.
Scattering more than once is called multiple scattering. It is apparent from Fig. 1.5
that some of the incident light that has been first scattered away from direction d
may reappear in this direction by means of multiple scattering. Multiple scattering is
an important process for the transfer of radiant energy in the atmosphere, especially
when aerosols and clouds are involved. Chapter 6 deals with the theory of multiple
scattering in planetary atmospheres.
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Figure 3.13 Normalized phase functions for cloud droplets (!10 µm), aerosols (!1 µm), and
molecules (!10"4 µm) illuminated by a visible wavelength of 0.5 µm, computed from the Lorenz–Mie
theory.

pass around the scatterer. The rays impinging on the scatterer undergo local reflection
and refraction, referred to as Fresnelian interaction. The energy that is carried by the
diffracted and the Fresnelian rays is assumed to be the same as the energy that is
intercepted by the particle cross section projected along the incident direction.

In reference to Fig. 3.14a, let v1 and v2 be the velocities of propagation of plane
waves in the two media such that v1 > v2. Also, let !i and !t be the angles corre-
sponding to the incident and refracted waves. Thus, we have

sin !i/ sin !t = v1/v2 = m, (3.3.25)

where m is the index of refraction for the second medium with respect to the first.

P (μ, φ; μ’, φ’) : Phase function, I fotoni provenienti dalla 
direzione (μ’, φ’) vengono ridiretti nella direzione (μ,φ). 
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Figure 3.16 Transfer of diffuse solar intensity from below in plane-parallel layers: (1) attenuation by
extinction; (2) single scattering of the unscattered solar flux; (3) multiple scattering; and (4) emission from
the layer. All the radiative parameters are defined with reference to a small volume containing a spectrum
of molecules and/or particulates. The notations are defined in the text.

!s = !z/µ. Based on the preceding definitions, we may write (neglecting the wave-
length index)

!I (z; µ, ")
!z/µ

= !#e I (z; µ, ") + #s F"e!$/µ · P(µ, "; !µ0, "0)/4%

+#s

! 2%

0

! 1

!1
I (z, µ#, "#) · P(µ, "; µ#, "#)/4%dµ#d"# + #a B[T (z)].

(3.4.2)

All the terms are self-explanatory. However, it is noted that integration of the multiple
scattering term is performed for diffuse intensity over the 4% solid angle and that
radiative equilibrium is assumed such that emission is equal to absorption based on
Kirchhoff’s and Planck’s laws (Section 1.2).

Further, we may define the single-scattering albedo as the ratio of the scattering
coefficient to the extinction coefficient in the form

&̃ = #s

#e
or 1 ! &̃ = #a

#e
. (3.4.3)

The optical depth is defined by

$ =
! $

z
#e dz#. (3.4.4)



Regime di diffusione
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X =   2pa/l

x << 1                           x ~ 1 x >>1 : 
Rayleigh                          Mie                        Ottica geometrica



Firma H2O su un esopianeta

Fraine et al., 2014 – Image credit: NASA/ESA/STScI

HD189733b, HD209458b – gioviani caldi. HAT-P-11b – Nettuno caldo

Spitzer
Hubble

Grillmair et al, 2008 

Dati da Spitzer-IRS

Line et al., 2016

Dati da Hubble-WFC3
Modello
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Curve di fase
WASP-43b. Gioviano caldo, periodo = 0.8 giorni
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Mappe ingresso/uscita eclisse
Mappa ad 8 micron nell’infrarosso di HD189733b
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Ritratto di pianeta

Lagrange et al., 2010

Gioviani giovani distanti dalla stella: b Pictoris b 
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Macintosh et al., 2016

Gioviani giovani distanti dalla stella: 51 Eridani b  

Ritratto di pianeta “a colori”
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Gioviani giovani distanti dalla stella: HR8799e

Ritratto di pianeta “a colori”

HR8799e

Lacour et al., 2019
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Alta risoluzione da suolo
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Fig. 2. Transmission spectrum between second and third contact (see Fig. 1) of WASP-69b 

showing planetary absorption in the He I triplet at 1083 nm. A) the excess absorption of 

helium in the weighted mean averaged transmission spectrum (black points) from two transit 

observations of WASP-69b (2017 August 22 and 2017 September 22). The best fitting model 

(red line) shows a net blue shift of !3.58 ± 0.23 km s!1. The predicted positions of the helium 

triplet lines (1082.909 nm, 1083.025 nm and 1083.034 nm) are indicated as vertical dashed blue 

lines. B) the residuals of the data after subtraction of the model are shown in black, the red line 

indicates the zero level.  

Brogi et al., 2012; Nortmann et al., 2018



Il futuro…
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James Webb Space Telescope
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• Specchio 6.5 m di diametro, 

• Lancio in L2 nel 2021

• Strumenti nell’infrarosso molto sensisbili

• Adatto a osservare pianeti che transitano nella zona abitabile di stelle M



Changeat et al., 2019

JWST e K2-18b
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ARIEL 

Missione ESA M4

Lancio nel 2028

Telescopio spaziale ~ 1-m di diametro

Satellite in L2, 1.5 milioni di di km di distanza da Terra

~1000 esopianeti osservati (rocciosi e gassosi)

Spettri dal visibile all’infrarosso: 0.5-7.8 micron

https://ariel-spacemission.eu http://sci.esa.int/ariel/
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https://ariel-spacemission.eu/
http://sci.esa.int/ariel/
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Lancio diretto in L2 nel 2028 con mssione F1

17 paesi ESA + partecipazione NASA da confermare

ARIEL



Centinaia di esoatmosfere

CH4

CH4 + CO

H2O

CO

H2O

CO2

CO2

Spettri 0.5-7.8 micron

1000 esopianeti osservati
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Il primo survey chimico per i pianeti extrasolari



Catalogo ARIEL

Edwards et al. 2019

https://arielmission.space/target-list/
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https://arielmission.space/target-list/


ARIEL team 

https://ariel-spacemission.eu http://sci.esa.int/ariel/Cattedra Fermi 2019 – G. Tinetti

https://ariel-spacemission.eu/
http://sci.esa.int/ariel/


Sinergie con ELT
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Vienna – 29 May 2019

ARIEL spectra give the continuum
at broad wavelength range

56



ExoClocks
exoclock.space

Kokori & Tsiaras, 2019



Sinergie ARIEL/JWST/HST

WFC3
ARIEL
JWST



A mission to unravel 
the story of planets 

in our galaxy

http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/
Cattedra Fermi 2019 – G. Tinetti

http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/


Twinkle satellite

High-heritage components 

Industry leading expertise

Sun-synchronous, low-Earth polar orbit

Primary mirror diameter 0.45m (18”)

Slit spectrometer 0.4- 4.5µm  
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La scienza di Twinkle

Exoplanet 
spectroscopy

Exoplanet 
Photometry / lightcurves

Solar System objects

Comets

Asteroids

Stellar 
spectroscopy
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Edu-Twinkle

http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/edutwinkle/

Non è mai troppo presto per imparare l’astronomia e l’ingegneria spaziale
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http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/edutwinkle/


Edu-Twinkle: Orbyts

http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/orbyts/

Ricerca scientifica per studenti delle superiori
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http://www.twinkle-spacemission.co.uk/orbyts/

